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Solid and experienced painters expose us to worlds that exist, but we
don’t normally see with our photo-attuned vision. They open the blinds, as it
were. Or they tell stories, not heard before, in ways no one else can, or has.
Like the great German artist Gerhard Richter and our own Marlene
Dumas, painters operate as shamans to those worlds and narratives. Often
they explore and use the banalities or the obviousness of photographs to
trigger this shift. A viewer of a painting suddenly realizes the view is
something not seen before, but, shockingly, deeply missed like an absence
filled.
Gottgens is in this league. Anyone standing in front of her inscrutable,
bleak painting of four ghost-like figures in a disconcerting landscape,
cannot escape interrogating the scene. Like all other paintings on show, it’s
significantly and enigmatically without a title. Dark characters stare out of
the picture like frightened, caged animals, from what could be the yard of a
holding centre, a jail. What does it say? Why does sadness seep out of the
scene? Is it an indictment? Of what?
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This is only one painting of about 80 smallish one installed in the gallery. It
is done in such a precise fashion that one is forced to make the
connections. Gottgens offers the curious pictures as building blocks for the
viewer’s narrative: make up your own story, connect your own poetry.
The title, ‘Asleep inside you’ alludes to such a strategy.
Each painting brings its own psychological association, ready for the
game. These are Gottgens’ finely observed scenes, but they become ours
to work with. Bathed in hazy, washed-out fragility, they’re finely executed in
oil, acrylic and ash. Surfaces have the feel of worn stone, of simulacra, things
left behind. Monotonal in greyish, brownish strokes with just suggestions of
brighter colour interventions – which, like in the four-figure painting, has a
surprisingly dramatic effect.
Overall, the mood is one of vulnerability. These are scenes that flash
sensual and sexual encounters, of dogs and animals lolling about, bogey
men, snakes and hose pipes, and faces that fade in and out of the pictures.
Ambiguities abound. Abstractions shift back and forth. We put them
together, challenged by our own memories and experiences.
In the final instance, you stand beholden to painterly skills and
manipulation that have taken you on a very impressive journey of the mind
and senses. It’s a top exhibition.
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